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Using COPE to Improve Quality OJ Lare: 
The Experience of the 
Family Planning Association of I(enya 
by Janet Bradley 
Introduction by Judith Bruce, Soledad Diaz, 
and Carlos Huezo 
Afterword by Kalimi Mworia 
A Note to the Reader: This is the first of seveml editions of QualitylCalidadlQualite 
that will describe methodologies designed to assist fmnily planning progmm managers 
aneZ staff to self-assess the quality of services they are providing. These tools give program 
sponsors an opportunity to identify shortfalls in their service environment and propose 
solutions. In this issue, we focus on AVSC International's COPE (client-oriented, pro-
vicler-efficient) 1Twthoclology, a self-assessment tool that has now been used in 35 countries 
around the world. 
Introduction 
The 1994 International Conference on J;opulation and Development (ICPD) advocated a cli-
ent-centered approach to the delivery of servic,~s-placing individual needs at the center of all family 
planning and reproductive health programs. try:timately, the front-line providers of care are the ones 
who bear the responsibility for translating the language of Cairo into action. In adopting a client-
centered approach, providers now need to be' aware of their clients' social context and individual 
needs, as well as being respectful of their rights and their ability to make informed decisions. How-
v r, mor often lhan n t, nothing in the tra~1-1ing prOviders receive, let alone the structure within 
which the I work has prep'n' d th m to 01 ra~n this fashion. Furthermore, when no one is respect-
ful r th provid rs' 'apabiUties 01' ri<1I1IS Ito\\~an they be expected to relate empathetically to, and 
b . n' rn ' I ab ut th ri hls oftll if ·Ii nt·~ 
Program management bears the respon~lbility for many of the limitations exhibited by clinic 
personnel. Not only do providers receive insufficient or inadequate training and technical guidelines, 
but supervisors often take a clitical stance, addressing only issues of technical competence and achieve-
ment of quantitative program goals. Clinic staff are routinely excluded fi'om contributing to the defi-
nition of policies and strategies; their opinions and concerns are rarely sought and routinely over-
looked. Yet, at the end of the day, they take the blame for shortfalls in program performance and the 
resulting poor quality of care. 
AVSC International's COPE methodology, and the bold and sometimes punishing applications 
it has been put through by the Family Planning Association of Kenya (FPAK), provide a wonderful 
example of what the process of improving care really looks like. It looks like experimentation. It looks 
like recognition of past, system-wide failures-without assigning blame. And it looks like a willing-
ness to start over, to hy again, and to continue moving ahead. 
Although COPE may not be the only way to actively involve providers in determining how care 
can be improved, it is an approach that has a demonstrated ability to move individuals and organiza-
l'\m 
iG.. ~ tions in the direction of developing practical solutions to a wi.d m ng of pr bl 11 s. In th , K nyan 
0. example presented here, COPE has been appli d 'wi~h flexibility and in .a~jn ation . Top manag 1'S 
\'6. --.J have had to loosen their control of the methodology, wlth th r . ult that ellnl -lev I staEr ha com 
to see COPE as their own tool, one that they can 1l1odify and thaL th y ean n ploy iJ1 ord r to b tter 
serve their clients and increase their own level of job satisfaction. 
COPE involves a process that legitimately invests povver with prOviders and clinic-level staff, 
and i bas d n th noti n f cli nts ri ht . It giv ' pro id r 11101' conb'ol over tb ir environm nt, 
mol' scope to take initialiv and more authority ov r 10 i 'tics 'uch a suppllC:'n and k aspects of 
Anan . 11 U111, it allow' th m t rnak judgl11 nts and tal< re 'pon ibilit out id of tri 't hi rarchi-
cal boundaries. Second, it allows providers to feel a natural identification with their clients , to under-
stand their sense of powerlessness, exclusion, and frustration. Providers are sometimes clients them-
selves, and many have chosen to work in a service prOD 5sion because they want to help others. 
Unfortunately, to date, few management techniques have recognized or built upon this natural affin-
ity. The use of COPE has also fostered a willingness to talk openly about several former "unmention-
ables": for example, the poor levels of protection again t in ~ ction found in many family planning 
clinics and program emphaSiS on longer-term, often in a iv' modern methods such as the IUD, 
injectables, and permanent voluntmy surgical contraception, in an environment of increaSing levels 
of sexually transmitted infections (STIs) including HIV/AIDS . 
On paper, COPE appears to be clinic-centered, thus leading to the ques tion, how can COPE 
exercises, which are conducted in individual clinics, bring about systematic change? Use of COPE is 
I v rth lel' vali lating th rh tl)ric of! PD, r inforcing m s ag tlnt are starting to s ep out ac ros 
th lands ap : th · importan e f 111 thod choi' th importance of off ring mar complete informa~ 
Hon the importanc of onnd ntialit.y and th individual' right to privacy, and the fundamelltal 
importance of safe care, In Kenya, thi process is x mplified by close cooperation between FPAK 
and the Ministly of Health and the g nerally cOl1lfortabl association between government and non-
governmental organizations in an atmosphere conducive to experimentation. (Kenya was also the 
countly where the first situation analysis study was carried out.) The result is that these self-assess-
ment exercises are, in fact , resulting in system-Wide quality improvement. The commitment and 
enthusiasm of the sponsoring organization to allow the process of change to move forward, and its 
enthusiasm for the COPE process has allowed a potentially limited self-assessment exercise to be-
come a dynamiC force of change affecting the entire health system. Today, quality improvement is 
not only a key element in FPAK's strategic plan, but also in the 1995 National Implementation Plan 
for Family Planning of the Kenyan Ministly of H ealth (MOH). 
ltimat I ,th 'b' n Lh of III ~ Pl"OCf'S is a testimony to the honesty of service providers and their 
capaci ty to b om th ngin of cl nn , Long after the impact studies of quality of care are finished, 
the pJiOliti s of donor ha e shifted and th conclusions of international conferences are forgotten , the 
enduring focal pOint for change will remain the providers themselves. These are people who simply 
want to wake up in the morning and feel good about goincr to work and doing a job that they know is 
useful and appreCiated. Thus COPE is hitting just the ri Yin pitch in terms of mobiliZing clinic staff as a 
constituency for improved care and for a more humane and responsive health system. 
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The Family Planning Association of 
Kenya 
The Family Planning Association of Kenya 
(FPAK) began in 1961 as a group of volunteers 
seeking to raise awareness about family planning 
within the government and the community. That 
year, FPAK became the first family planning as-
sociation in Africa to join the International 
Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF). By 1969, 
FPAK opened its first model clinic and began 
recruiting staff. Progress was slow: Throughout 
the 1970s, the focus of activities was on educat-
ing and motivating women to use contraceptives. 
By the end of the 1970s, an increasing num-
ber of women began using family planning meth-
ods and, during the 1980s, the role and coverage 
of government and mission hospitals increased 
substantially. FPAK was able, therefore, to diver-
Sify its activities, and experiment with specific pro-
gram components such as services for youth and 
for men; community-based distribution (CBD) 
programs; development of information, educa-
tion, and communication (IEC) strategies; im-
provement of service quality; and expansion of 
reproductive health programming. These activi-
ties, as well as the subsequent introduction of 
COPE, were frequently undertaken with the sup-
port of the Kenyan Ministry of Health (MOH). 
"FPAK is independent, but is seen as a sort of 
arm of the Ministry of Health," says Jane Asila, 
Senior Trainer in the MOH Division of Family 
Health. "If we want to explore new areas, then 
FPAK is always willing to pilot-test for us, to try 
new things, and to evaluate new strategies." 
FPAK now operates with an annual budget 
of more than 300 million Kenya shillings (US$5 
million) and a full-time paid staff of 250 (most of 
whom support the CBD program in the field; 100 
work in the clinics). FPAK has a varied program, 
yet more than 50 percent of its budget is still re-
served for family planning services. The organi-
zation supports 14 reproductive health clinics that 
offer family planning, Pap smear screening, preg-
nancy testing, breast examination, and screening 
(including laboratory testing) and treatment of 
sexually transmitted infections (STIs). In addition, 
three new clinics funded under the IPPF's Vision 
2000 program are offering services exclUSively for 
men. FPAK offers CBD services through a net-
work of over 1,000 volunteers working in 21 sites 
throughout the country and manages two advice 
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centers for young people. A recent initiative is 
the gender project through which FPAK, together 
with Plan International, is developing an advo-
cacy program to address such issues as early mar-
riage and female genital mutilation. Efforts to 
develop a postabortion care program within the 
organization are also under way. 
During the 1980s, FPAK forged an alliance 
with the New York-based nongovernmental or-
ganization (NGO), AVSC International, to intro-
duce such clinical innovations as minilaparotomy 
under local anesthesia. In time, FPAK became a 
key clinical training center for the introduction 
of new technologies, including N orplant® contra-
ceptive implants. Subsequent FPAK and AVSC 
evaluations of the care offered in delivelY of these 
new technologies, however, revealed shortfalls in 
both technical and interpersonal aspects of care. 
This evaluation took place during a time when 
criteria for program success ,vere beginning to 
be defined in terms of what clients were actually 
receiving rather than in terms of the range of tech-
nologies offered. Clearly, there was a need to train 
both a wider range of practitioners and expand 
the content of the training itself to include more 
than technical skills. 
Early Attempts At Improving Quality 
of Care 
"I think we first started talking about qual-
ity of care in the mid-1980s," says Godwin Mzen-
ge, Executive Director of FPAK in Nairobi. "We 
had always prided ourselves on providing high-
quality services, but we realized that there were 
gaps: We were not fully prepared for dealing with 
the HIV epidemic and related safety concerns; 
we did not have defined basic standards of care; 
we didn't do enough quality counseling; clients 
were waiting a long time in the clinics; we real-
ized that there were many medical barriers. We 
knew we needed to do something, but what?" 
One of the first attempts to improve quality 
was to look at client waiting times, using a client 
flow analysis (CFA) in five FPAK clinics. "We used 
the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) computer 
program and indeed identified waiting times as a 
major problem," says Dr. Isaac Achwal, Senior Pro-
gram Manager with FPAK. "However, as we didn't 
hay a COll1p\lt r and, as the proc , s was so com-
pi x, w couldn't r p at the C A wielely and had 
to al andol it. 'II" 11 i d sam thing simpler that 
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staff could use themselves on an ongoing basis." 
In 1986, FPAK organized its first quality 
improvement meeting for program orne rs and 
service providers, but the outcom was I 5S than 
encouraging. "'Ve decided to start to look at our 
problems, but all we achieved was evelyone blam-
ing everyone else. The supervisors blamed the 
clinics, the clinics blamed the supplies depart-
ment, the supplies department blamed the area 
managers , the area managers blamed the doctors, 
and the doctors blamed the nurses. Everyone had 
a story about someone else and nobody had any-
thing constructive to say or understood anyone 
else's constraints ." The search for someone to 
blame made staff defensive, and it quickly became 
clear that there was a basic lack of trust among 
them; people were afraid to make decisions or 
take responsibility. 
Other early attempts at a solution revolved 
around developing gUidelines and basic standards 
for clinical practice, developing counseling cur-
ricula, training staff, and developing supervisory 
checklists. Around this time, FPAK also devel-
oped a logo stating that "A client is always right," 
but the effort remained rhetorical and mechani-
cal. FPAK annual meetings duly focused on qual-
ityyet, despite initial enthusiasm among the staff, 
no one could agree upon a definition of "quality 
improvement" and no sense of collective effort 
emerged. Dr. Achwal and his colleagues realized 
that they needed to rethink their approach and 
develop a nonthreatening framework for the dis-
cussion of problems. Dr. Achwal now recalls that 
they were, in fact, "hying to legislate quality. " 
"The area managers (regional supervisors) 
were not even invited to the annual planning 
meetings at first, " says Godwin Mzenge. "They 
felt left out and were unsupportive of the changes 
that clinic staff were hying to make. Besides, the 
idea of focusing evelything on the client ignored 
the needs of the providers; in effect, [this focus] 
continued to 'blame' the providers for the inad-
equacies of the program." This divisiveness was 
inadvertently fueled by a decision to use staff from 
"good" clinics to help other clinics. It was at this 
point that FPAK began to realize that people were 
not the problem. Rather, the problem was the 
unsupportive, overly centralized and sometimes 
punitive system in which they worked which cre-
ated an atmosphere in which issues could not be 
frankly discussed nor could imaginative changes 
be proposed. 
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Up until this time, FPAK's activities were 
highly centralized. Literally each and evelY letter 
sent by the organization had to pass through the 
Executive Director's office. When a nurse from 
any FPAK clinic applied for lea no matter how 
distant she might be from head Wilt rs-only the 
Executive Director could approve it, in consulta-
tion with the Finance Manager and the Medical 
Director! All new supplies and purchases had to 
be authorized by headquarters, so inevitably long 
delays ocurred and staff experienced much frus-
tration. "We began to realize," says Mr. Mzenge, 
"that we had to let go ... . Nothing would change 
unless we were prepared to trust our employees 
to make decisions for themselves." 
On the other hand, clinic staff had never 
been delegated much authority before, had never 
been encouraged to assess themselves and the 
quality of their services, and had never felt in-
clined to admit their mistakes for fear of retribu-
tion. Senior staff realized that delegation of re-
sponsibility for improving quality meant more 
than decentralization, that it would not be fea-
sible without a parallel process of empowerment 
of the clinic staff. 
COPE: A Self-Assessment Technique 
for Improving Family Planning 
Services 
It was at about this time that AVSC Inter-
national was experimenting with a new tool called 
COPE (Qlient-Qriented, ~rovider-~fficient) , de-
signed to help personnel evaluate their own ser-
vices and identify ways to make improvements. 
The COPE technique consists of four main com-
ponents : 
Self-assessment. This is primarily per-
formed with the aid of guides.! Staff use them (1) 
to evaluate and define their own need for infor-
mation, training, management and supervisOly 
input, supplies , and a good working environment; 
(2) to evaluate whether their services address their 
clients ' rights to information , access, method 
choice, safety, privacy, confidentiality, dignity, 
comfort, expression, and continuity. 
Client interviews. Staff interview 10 clinic 
clients, asking their opinions about services and 
what suggestions they haie for improvements. 
1. Initially these were called checklists; they were redeS igned 
m 1993 and renamed guides. 
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Usually those interviewed are selected from 
am 11(1 Ii nt' · ""aitillg lor rvices or, occasi.on-
c 11 , WOIlI n ,U' approa It d ju t b for th y J ave 
th' clink. Th · qu stion. ill k· d rel< t to eli nt ' 
overall impr 'ssion of servi.c sat th ·lini· and n t 
ju t th ir own exp ri HC on this particular visit. 
Client; flow (UwZysis. This i ' a method of 
tracking clients during their clinic visit. It enables 
providers to determine how long clients spend 
waiting for services, where bottlenecks occur, and 
whether staff time could be used more effiCiently. 
The plan of action. This is a summmy of 
the other three COPE assessment tools in the 
form of a written plan. Developed by staff on the 
last day of COPE, it lists actions to be taken to 
solve identified problems, persons responsible, 
and target dates for accomplishment. 
Originally COPE was primarily a set of 
checklists. However, over time it has evolved into 
a process for change and quality improvement. 
FPAK's experience using COPE, described be-
low, was an important factor contributing to that 
evolution. 
Using COPE at FPAI(: The First 
Time Around 
When they first heard about COPE, FPAK 
staff were keen to tIy it out. So, between 1987 
and 1990, they worked with the MOH and AVSC 
to test it in a few sites. However, the early version 
of COPE proved to be too focused on the tools 
themselves and too centered around specific clinic 
services rather than on staff or client needs. It 
quickly became apparent that, to be effective, the 
tools must first work to open up an ongoing dia-
logue about quality of care, to reallocate decis-
ion making power among staff, and to change pro-
vider attitudes toward clients. For example, 
initially all COPE reports had to be sent to head-
quarters and, because evmything was still going 
to the Executive Director's office, the arrival of 
these daunting compilations of problems caused 
great consternation among FPAK management. 
"Headquarte rs (HQ) staff wondered why clinics 
were having so many problems all at once," says 
Dr. Achwal. "HQ staff would write to the clinics 
and demand an explanation, even send warning 
letters that these issues should be resolved at once. 
The so-called self-assessment exercise was clearly 
being used in a punitive way." 
When it became obvious that this approach 
had failed, FPAK next hied using staff from one 
clinic to cany out the COPE exercise in another 
clinic. "This didn't work either; staff felt that they 
were being spied on, divided, and used," recalls 
Jane Magu, a receptionist at Phoenix House 
Clinic. "We did it on the second of Janumy. We 
found so many problems. It showed us up to be 
doing a terrible job, very inefficient. ... We thought 
this had been brought to prOvide evidence that 
we should be sacked!" 
"We felt velY threatened," Alice N gugi, a 
nurse at the clinic agrees, "especially as we did it 
on th e second of Janumy. We thought it velY in-
auspicious- what a bld start to the year!" 
Along with COPE, FPAK also introduced 
supervisory checklists and client suggestion boxes. 
During supervisOly visits , staff and supervisors 
would discuss the supervisor's findings, the COPE 
results, and the clients' complaints. But no mat-
ter how hard supervisors tried to be positive, the 
discussions still suggested that staff were falling 
short of the mark. 
"The problem was that the staff were still 
seen as the problem, rather than the solution," 
says Joseph Dwyer, Africa Regional Director of 
AVSC International. "A new approach had to be 
developed, one which really empowered and sup-
ported rather than blamed staff, which involved 
a greater understanding of the quality improve-
ment process by supervisors and HQ staff which 
sought to emphasize positive rather than nega-
tive aspects, and which stressed ownership of the 
quality improvement tools by the site, not the 
supervisors. " 
Using COPE at FPAI(: Starting Over 
In 1993, FPAK and AVSC decided to start 
over.2 They took to heart the comments made by 
Carlos Huezo and Soledad Diaz in an alticle in 
Advances in Contraception.3 
A strategy for quality of care cannot be 
realistic without recognizing that service 
proViders have their own needs which can 
be outlined as: training, information, infra-
stnlcture, supplies, guidance, back-up, re-
spect, encouragement, feedback, and self-
expression. 
Their message was an important one. Clear-
ly staff needs were not being fully explored and 
personnel were not being encouraged or sup-
ported by a bcilitative supervisOly structure; they 
did not enjoy the best possible working environ-
ment. In other words, staff were expected to pro-
vide for clients what they did not have themselves. 
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By 1993, international attention began to 
focus on the notion of clients' rights to quality 
selvices. IPPF's poster defining the rights of cli-
ents was circulated Widely and began to appear 
on clinic walls around the world, including in 
Kenya4 Almost immediately FPAK staff could re-
late to these ideas in terms of their own situation. 
They began to think about their clients as "cus-
tomers" who came to the clinic to be served. Ex-
plains AVSC International's Grace VVambwa: 
"How could [the staff] provide information to the 
clients on a new method if they themselves had 
never been updated? How could we expect them 
to provide safe services, decontaminate instru-
ments, and the like, if the need had never been 
explained and the lotions for decontamination and 
sterilization were not provided?" 
As a result of this new emphasis, AVSC and 
their Kenyan partners rearranged the COPE self-
assessment checklists. Formerly they had been or-
ganized functionally around different areas of ser-
vice provision; now they were reframed as 10 
gUides, seven devoted to clients' rights and three 
devoted to provider needs. The self assessment 
gUides were also made modular in form so that 
they may be used selectively, their simplicity al-
lovving them to be llsed routinely and at low-cost. 
The way COPE exercises are carried out 
also changed at this point with local staff being 
trained to perform the exercises themselves. 
Completion of a COPE exercise requires that staff 
divide into groups, each taking responsibility for 
one of the guides. Each group develops a draft 
action plan that is brought before the full group 
for discussion. 
\Vhen the tools themselves were under re-
view, AVSC found that while the client flow analy-
sis was perceived as useful, it was also considered 
by staff to be time-consuming and to hold the 
potential for assigning blame to individuals for the 
problems that were identified. "\tVe didn't like the 
CFA at first," says Rebecca Isiche, nurse/mid,,"ife 
at Eastleigh Clinic, "It was too personalized. The 
exercise shows an individual service provider's 
contact with clients throughout the day. \Vhat it 
doesn't show is that when you were not with a 
client, you were steriliZing instruments or sorting 
out records, or doing other important work" 
Neither did it improve the quality of the consul-
tations: "\i\fe were too concerned with rushing cli-
ents in and out so it Iidn'l look as if they had 
waited too long." Ultimat I)' VSC suggested that 
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the CFA be given less emphasis, used only when 
waiting times (or other serious bottlenecks) are 
perceived to be a problem. However, if a deci-
sion is made within a clinic to use the client-flow 
analysis, it too has been made more user-friendly; 
data can now be computed locally, as part of the 
exercise, and then presented to the entire group 
along with the other information. 
In all likelihood, the tools of the exercise 
will continue to change; supplemental gUides 
dealing with abortion complications, maternity 
ward issues, breast examinations, Pap smears, and 
reproductive tract infections are already available. 
Kalimi Mworia, Associate Regional Director for 
IPPF and a former Executive Director of FPAK, 
sums up COPE's appropriateness: "COPE is truly 
an African invention, molded by people at the 
cutting edge of service delivery issues . That's why 
it works." However, the process of implementing 
COPE has made it clear to FPAK and AVSC that 
tools alone are not enough. \i\fithout change in 
attitude and a supportive system within which to 
use them, the tools will be useless. Thus COPE 
has evolved into a process that now includes many 
other important elements. 
A New Approach to Supervision 
For one thing, the COPE process revealed 
major problems in the way supelvisors' roles were 
configured. AVSC International's Joseph Dwyer 
observes, "Selvices in Kenya were expanding at 
such a rate that quality improvement and quality 
assurance could not be the pUlview of a few su-
pelvisors. " Supervisors had to learn to be the 
guides, the motivators, and the facilitators of the 
process, not the custodians. 
My role has changed, says Njagi Muchiri, 
Area Manager for Nairobi. I have more aut-
onomy than before and that has given me 
more confidence to support the clinics rather 
than check up on them" I used to only go to 
the clinics to find faults, but now I go to 
sllp}Jort them. My job is to make sure that 
the clinics have enough supplies, to help 
them maintain equipment, to troubleshoot, 
to help with reconlkeeping, and to train staff 
all the job where I can. I feel that they like 
me more i 11 my new role and that makes lny 
job more rewarding. 
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supervisor relationship is being redefined, ulti-
mately most supervisors feel that the role of fa-
cilitator is more vvorthwhile and satisfying than 
that of inspector. 
On-the-job Training 
In canying out the COPE exercises, poor 
skill levels were frequently identified as problem-
atic among providers. Up until this point, like most 
institutions in Kenya, FPAK had relied upon the 
use of periodic formal , centralized training pro-
grams usually held at an off-site location. But 
FPAK is now convinced that in most cases on-
the-job training is a faster, more effective, and less 
costly means of improving provider skills. Nzioka 
Kingola, Area Manager for Nyeri, observes: "''''e 
have realized that training is not abou t getting a 
certificate, but about acquiring knowledge and 
skills to do a job. Most of that knowledge and skill 
exists right here- we just need to learn to tap it. " 
What has been most encouraging is the way 
in which clinic staff themselves have become avid 
learners and trainers as well. At FPAK's Nyeri 
Clinic, the nursing staff (supported by a well-
trained supervisor) have trained each other in 
contraceptive technology, including permanent 
methods, and in counseling, infection prevention, 
logistics management, and recordkeeping. Using 
up-to-date information, they organized all the 
sessions th emselves and the only new cost in-
curred was for paper. At Phoenix House Clinic, 
staff have oriented each other to all available fam-
ily planning methods. They take turns reading the 
literature about a particular method and present-
ing their findings to the others. FPAK has facili-
tated this process by providing some training for 
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staff in educational techniques and by setting up 
a smaIllibrmy at each site. 
Another benefit of this approach is that it 
has broken down internal hierarchies. At Ribeiro 
Clinic, the nurse in charge taught the cleaner/mes-
senger about infection prevention; she showed him 
how to clean the clinic properly and to autoclave 
instruments, oriented him to male family plan-
ning methods, and encouraged him to talk to cli-
ents. "I thought my job here would be just to clean 
up, but now I have been given confidence to do 
all sorts of jobs," says Francis N dungu. In fact, 
Francis has become so confident that he has led 
some of the training sessions himself, teaching 
others about infection prevention, how to use the 
autoclave, and proper waste disposal. Although 
incOlvoration of on-the-job strategies will take a 
long time to be fully accepted in Kenya-more 
support from the MOH (and donors) is reqUired 
so that they become nationally legitimized-
FPAK is convinced they are headed in the right 
direction. 
Ceding Control to the Clinics 
Probably the most significant contribution 
of FPAK headquarters to the whole COPE pro-
cess has been decentralized decisionmaking. Staff 
can now buy equipment locally when they need 
it instead of haVing to apply to headquarters for 
permission. "I still have to account," says Ednah 
Namib, "but I'm more able to decide what the 
money will be spent on. It's much better; I feel 
that I'm trusted more to do the right thing." 
"Decentralization was a gradual process but 
staff started to work together as teams just as 
headquarters learned to stop watching over 
evelyone's shoulders ," notes Kalimi Mworia. "We 
had to have the confidence to let go, to change a 
whole mind-set of control and a feeling that we 
in HQ were the only ones who knew anything. 
We had to let them manage the process of change 
themselves and not force it upon them. I never 
thought we could do this in Africa, but we did." 
With this shift in the locus of control, service pro-
viders not only began to feel more comfortable 
with the quality-improvement strategies but also 
began to feel more valued by the organization. 
The data generated through use of the 
COPE exercises are sensitive. Recognizing this , 
one of the most important changes FPAK made 
was to stop insisting that COPE reports always 
G 
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come to headquarters for review. Now these find-
ings are the property of the clinic staff. Similarly, 
client suggestions are now discussed by clinic staff 
with their supervisor and staff have been given 
more responsibility for taking action to solve the 
problems they identify. 
Today FPAK providers at each site cO;1duct 
quality-improvement meetings, including under-
taking a COPE exercise, eVelY three months. They 
enjoy using COPE because it belongs to them. 
"Of course, some things keep appearing on our 
'to do' list evelY quarter; for example, we keep 
asking headquarters to advertise our clinic more 
Widely," says Rebecca Isiche, a nurse at FPAK's 
Phoenix House Clinic. "That's frustrating, but you 
should have seen the long list of problems we had 
at first and how many we've solved!" 
Now We All Work Together as a 
Team 
Use of COPE encourages all staff to attend 
and participate in problem-solving sessions. For 
many, this is the first time they have ever commu-
nicated directlY'vvith senior staff. "Junior staff feel 
very privileged and excited to be involved," says 
Jane Asila of the Minishy of Health. "As we never 
sat down together and discouraged the clients from 
complaining, we just carried on in the same way. 
Even if we thought something was wrong, we were 
never encouraged to air our views," says Florence 
Githera of Eastleigh Clinic. "We were losing cli-
ents and not even trying to figure out why! And 
senior staff, although a little resistant at first, soon 
realized that involving everyone makes their job 
easier. vVhere staff have been difficult or uncoop-
erative in the past, they are now starting to plan 
and work together. Because it's their plan and not 
the bosses', things start to improve. Then they feel 
able to support the process!" At Ribeiro Clinic, 
staff members take turns facilitating the quarterly 
COPE exercises so that they feel truly involved 
and free to express themselves. 
The COPE approach encourages all staff to 
attend meetings; it also encourages true involve-
ment and teamwork. "The COPE approach has 
changed the traditional chain of command," ex-
plains Jane Asila. A government hospital for years 
had experienced water shortages that threatened 
the safety of services. After a COPE exercise, the 
nurses organized a walk through the town where 
they collected enough funds to sink a new bore-
hole. N O'vV they have enough water to provide safe, 
clean services, and an operating theater that had 
1 1 
been closed for many years has been reopened. 
At Thika Clinic, teamwork has improved 
noticeably. "Before we adopted this new ap-
proach , staff morale was vel)' low, said one staff 
mem bel'. "\ iVe didn't even vvant to see each other. 
Now we have improved relations so that if, for 
example, the records clerk is overloaded, other 
staff come to the rescue to help out. " Staff at 
Eldore t Clinic were surprised at first when it was 
suggested that drivers and cleaners come to staff 
meetings. "No one ever asked me before what I 
thought about services, and I do have ideas," says 
one of the cleaners. At Nyeri Clinic, gardeners 
and aslwris (watchmen) are also involved and have 
been given an orientation to family planning. All 
staff agree this is important, because clients are 
often given directions by staff working outside. 
Now, even on weekends, clients can be advised 
about when to come for selvices. 
The quality-improvement process also 
seems to have helped staff understand one an .. 
other and ultimately their clients. As staff at Phoe-
nix I-louse Clinic report: 
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vVe realize that we need each other and that 
we are all individuals with ollr own f eelings 
and behav iors that others need to u:nder-
stand . ... We all need to help to build each 
other's confidence and to he fri endly to each 
othe l~ 'Ve are doing that at Phoenix House, 
and it has made a tremendous difference in 
the way we relate to each other and in the 
way we treat clients. How can we be civil to 
clients if we are not, as proViders, civil to 
each other? 
The major areas of providers' needs , first 
described by Huezo and Diaz, were grouped by 
AVSC into three major categories in the self-as-
sessment guides: (1) good management and su-
penrision; (2) information, training, and clevelop-
ment; and (3) supplies and a good working envi-
ronment . As we have already seen, positive 
changes are clearly taking place in all three cat-
egories. Similarly, clients' rights have been orga-
nized into seven major groupings: information, 
access , choice, safety, privacy and confidentiality, 
dignity, opinion, comfort, and continuity. 
Viewing Clients as "Customers" and 
Involving Them in the Process 
Involving clients in the process of improv-
ing the quality of care has been an interesting and 
1 
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important part of FPAK's program. At FPAK clin-
ics today, service providers talk about their de-
sire to relate better to clients , about wanting to 
hear clients' views, and about creating the sort of 
services clients will want to recommend to their 
friends. "I think we needed to start to see the cli-
ents as our customers," says Patricia Muiko, a 
nurse/midwife at the Phoenix House Clinic. 
Use of COPE stimulated FPAK to review 
previous efforts to seek client feedback. Under 
the old scheme, suggestion boxes had been placed 
in waiting areas at all the clinics. However, as Dr. 
Achwal reports, "Clients weren't told about the 
suggestion boxes, so we didn't get many sugges-
tions." He adds, "We also used to leave the key 
with the supervisor, so that he or she, in a sense, 
controlled things. The boxes would be opened 
when the supervisor visited and would be used to 
criticize staff." 
Now, after COPE, cli ents are not only more 
aware of their rights but also are encouraged to 
comment on clinic services. A questionnaire has 
been designed that offers the opportunity for 
praise as well as criticism. In addition, staff mem-
bers themselves have become the "owners" of this 
information; they now hold the key to the sug-
gestion box! As a result, staff are now more open 
to clients' comments and more willing to make 
necessary changes. 
In addition to written suggestions, as part 
of quarterly COPE exercises, staff conduct face-
to-face interviews with clients . Of course, the re-
sults of these interviews are often more positive 
than negative because of courtesy bias, but the 
exercise does serve an important purpose. "Our 
clients feel accepted and treated respectfully here, 
and they like being given the opportunity to speak 
their minds freely," says Ednah N amiti at Phoe-
nix House. "Clients tell us that they have noticed 
improvements," adds another nurse. "They say 
'thank you' for safe and quick services; they com-
ment on cleanliness and fresh needles and sy-
ringes. It inspires me to greater things! " 
The client's right to information. FPAK 
clinics haye always led the way in information, 
education, and communication work in Kenya. 
But in recent years, Kenyan women have started 
to want more information. "They want to know 
their options; they want to know about infection-
prevention practices," says a nurse in Thika. "They 
come here these days asking how we sterilize our 
speculums before they'll agree to a Pap smear. 
We've educated them to question and to be aware, 
and that's good." 
The range of information prOVided to cli-
ents has also been widened. All FPAK clinics now 
give talks on breast examination, the importance 
of Pap smears, sexually transmitted infections, 
HIV and AIDS, as well as the usual family plan-
ning talks. Clinics are quite well supplied with a 
broad range of client leaflets and posters , although 
a better requisition system for IEC (similar to that 
for other equipment) needs to be in place. Many 
clinics now display the dates of forthcoming talks 
and they stick to the established schedule. "That 
way," says Ednah Namiti, "if clients want infor-
mation on a certain topic, they can arrange which 
day to come for services." Staffhave also come to 
realize that clients are often too shy to ask direct 
questions, so staff must initiate the discussion. 
The client's right to access and timely 
service. Before COPE, most of the clinics were 
only open during weekdays, and then only until 5 
p.m., so services were not readily accessible to 
working women. When staff in Nyeri interviewed 
clients , they found that many were in favor of the 
clinics being open on Saturday, so now they are 
open six days a week, and staff have posted signs 
all over town advertiSing the new hours. At 
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Ribeiro Clinic, near a transportation hub in cen-
tral Nairobi, staff now keep the clinic open week-
days until 7:00 p .m. and on Saturday mornings. 
This revised schedule is not only important for 
working w III n but also for those rural women 
who want to combine a trip to the market with a 
family planning visit. 
COPE exercises (pmticularlythe client-flow 
analysis) also revealed that clients often had to 
wait for services while staff took lunch breaks. 
Therefore , at Eastleigh Clinic, staff decided to 
stagg r their lunches rather than stop providing 
s lvic . entirely. Subsequent interviews with cli-
ents have shown that this change has been greatly 
appreciated. In Eldoret, the first time the analy-
sis was conducted, it showed (to the providers' 
surprise) that clients waited an average of 57 min-
utes for service. After a few months, the staff had 
reduced waiting time to eight minutes-a year 
later, waiting times were holding steady at about 
eight and a half minutes. 
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At Thika Clinic, the main reason for the long 
waits was that staff were never ready to begin 
pro icling rvi' wh . n th cJini op n d. 011 
nul' xplaim: "Th av · rage total lim eli nts 
llsed to sp nd in our clinic wa ab tit tW() h urs 
an122rninul .. ft'hi ,th 'ywaitedforlwo hours 
and 10 minutes and saw staff for 12 minutes. This 
was because we always started the day with clean-
ing of equipment and preparation of the rooms. 
Then we took long tea breaks and all had lunch 
together while the clients waited. After the COPE 
exercise, we decided to clean up and get things 
ready in the aft moons when I'll st of the cHe.nts 
had gone. This way we could start services at 8 
a.m. We also now hav hort rt < b1' aks and stag-
ger lunch breaks . The result is that the client's 
averag lim in the clinic is now 35 minut s: wait-
ing for 20 mil tit s ~md 'on ultation for 15 min-
ute ." Otl, r beneD t acenl from providing s · r-
vices efficiently. "Now we have time to counsel 
properly and help people to choose better. We 
also finish with clients earlier in the day and have 
time to do staff training sessions, COPE meet-
ings, or other important tasks." 
In Nyeri, clients were being kept waiting at 
til re pl'iOl ar a b calis Ib r . ptionist was 
doillg too m n)' job ' alone : r tri. ving files 
(which weI" in disarn,\ ) coIl cting r " issuing 
receipts, and the like. In the meantime, the nurses 
assumed that no more clients were awaiting ser-
vices. During COPE exercises, the receptionist 
explained her problems to h r II (1 lies . Now 
the nurses have started h Iping with Eil retrieval 
and the cleaner/messenger has also been trained 
to b Ip. At Eastl j rh, Ii. nts w r · som tim'" k 'pt 
waitingjust because th fil es \ r , so htu'd to find. 
til nul's s d iel d to . rt them out. Each on ~ 
took a calendar year of records to reorganize, and 
now file retrieval is no longer a bottleneck. 
In most clinics clients wait even longer if 
for some reason they have to get out of line . 
Therefore numbered cards are now issued in or-
der to insure impl I ntation of the first-come, 
first-serve rule. "Som times someone goes out of 
turn for some reason, say for example when they 
have been waiting for the doctor ... but we make 
sure that we explain this to the other clients, so 
that they can see we operate a fair system," says a 
clinic nurse in Nyeri. 
In fact, when FPAK staff looked at their 
practices, they realized that some of their proto-
cols were actually denying women services. For 
example, until 1993, FPAK clinics required spou-
sal consent to perform a tubal ligation, even 
though this is not required by law. Clinic staff 
decided that, although spousal consent was de-
sirable, it should not be mandatOlY. "Just as we as 
providers are being trusted to make decisions, we 
have to trust our clients, too, and believe that they 
will do what's right for them." As a result of 
thought-provoking discussions about women's 
individual rights, rules regarding the provision of 
family planning services to unmarried women 
were also altered. 
Recently, access has also been affected by 
another factor: an increase in fees. For some clin-
ics this has meant a reduction in clientele. But 
the issue of fair pricing of services, like everything 
else at FPAK, is open for discussion. Some staff 
think that the fees are just too high even if the 
quality offered is good. Staff at Nyeri Clinic, how-
ever, disagree. They found that although the num-
ber of clients did decline when the fees first went 
up, after comparing the good-quality of services 
at FPAK's clinic to what was being offered for free, 
clients began to come back. They had soon real-
ized that so-called "free" services were, in fact, 
not free at all, because clients were often asked 
to prOVide such essentials as gloves and needles. 
While most staff accept the inevitability of charg-
ing realistic fees to clients, the fee structure re-
mains an issue for further discussion. 
The client's right to method choice. The 
introduction of Norplant in Kenya in 1992-al-
though coincidental to the quality-improvement 
process under way within FPAK clinics-has pro-
vided an impOltant addition to the method mix 
available to the Association's clients. N orplant re-
movals, however, have been an issue of frequent 
discussion at quality-improvement meetings. Staff 
at Eastleigh Clinic, for example, were concerned 
about the high number of removals requested. 
After considerable discussion, they realized that 
they needed to counsel clients more tllOroughly 
about side effects and the long-term nature of the 
method. Once they started doing this, the num-
ber of requests for removals began to decline. 
Staff at Phoenix House say training has 
helped them counsel clients better about all meth-
ods. They admit that they used to direct clients 
to a particular method, and only formally trained 
counselors could talk to women about permanent 
methods. At Ribeiro Clinic, staff became aware 
that they were not sympathetiC to clients who 
wish d to 'Wit b mel'h .Is, so 1 W th ll1ak ~ a 
d t rmjn I (Fort to a kn wledcre chellts rights 
in thi. area. 
The client's right to safe services. The 
client's non-negotiable right to safety has been re-
inforced by intensification of infection-protection 
efforts in light of the HIV/ AIDS epidemiC. Staff 
admit that, in the past, they frequently compro-
mised their own health and that of their clients, 
in part because they were not in control of the 
quality-assurance process. As one nurse explains, 
"We were told we had to be more careful and 
prevent infection, but we were not shown how or 
given the right materials." 
The COPE guides emphasize that infection 
prevention is evelYone's concern. AVSC has pro-
vided infection-prevention charts and has helped 
FPAK organize updates and orientations for all 
its staff. Once staff became committed to safety, 
they were qUick to request heavy-duty gloves, 
decontamination buckets, and steriliZing fluids. 
These changes have led to better protection for 
clients. "I never used to even wipe the couch be-
tween clients," admits one nurse. "Now I make 
sure I have everything ready and I do it reli-
giously." Another notes that, "In the old way of 
doing things, the cleaner, the vmy person who 
needs to know about safe waste disposal, would 
have been left out of any training. N ow that per-
son is included, and indeed is often chosen as the 
one to teach others." 
Today FPAK clients are more aware of in-
fection prevention and staff encourage this aware-
ness. Alice Ngugi of Phoenix House recalls that: 
"Clients used to be so poorly treated, and so they 
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mistrusted our motives as service providers. I 
think it's essential to be honest with clients; they 
real! ' want to 1 m P inform ·d. Ifw ' r I rovid-
ing saf~ s · rvic s, then wh not t II th m ? Tt 
mal es Lh In ~ I prot cted and know that w car ' 
about them . It makes them come back again, with 
their friends," 
The client's right to privacy and confi-
dentiality. COPE exercises explore the many di-
mensions of the client privacy issue. After COPE, 
the Eastleigh Clinic was renovated so that clients 
could be counseled individually rather than in the 
same room with others, and most sites now rec-
ogniz the importance of not inte rrupting coun-
, ling sessions. "We really did use to walk in and 
out while a client was being counseled," says one 
nurse, "but we rarely do it now." Staff at Phoenix 
House Clinic also think back to the days when a 
woman's file was not her own. "Husbands used to 
come in here asking about their wives' consulta-
tion, and we used to tell them. Now we never 
would do that...We respect a vvoman's right to 
confidentiality and, at the same time, encourage 
partner involv ment and support." 
The Uellt's right to continuity. One of 
the plincipal cause of til hiC1h rat of contnl-
c ptiv > discontin uation in fri 'U is tl . Ul'lreliabl 
'uppl of commodities and frequ nt st ·k-outs. 
B for · P , , h adquart rs did not tl'llst th · clin-
ics to keep proper records or to order supplies on 
time. This led to a tendency to "push" supplies 
into the clinics, causing overstocking of some 
items and wastage. But when the COPE exercise 
was carried out in the Central Stores department, 
the situation started to improve. 
Taking COPE Up the Organizational 
Ladder 
When COPE was first introduced in the 
clinics, poor supply of equipment and commodi-
ties appeared frequently as a major problem. As 
a result, FPAK decided to undertake a modified 
COPE exercise within the Central Stores unit in 
Nairobi. The exercise revealed that the staff there 
were just as frustrated with the logistics and sup-
plies system as were clinic staff. ''"\iVe told ourselves 
that we were fed up being the butt of evelyone's 
groaning," says Central Stores' Timothy Kioko. 
"We were in the middle .. .. Clinics were com-
plaining, headquarters was complaining, and we 
couldn't see anything positive about our work. But 
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when it was explained to us how important our 
job was and that we needed to serve our custom-
ers (the clinics) or else women would suffer, we 
set to work. How can we talk of a quality service 
if the goods are not delivered on time? 'iVe do 
that now and playa role as quality managers." 
The process of empowerment in this depart-
ment was aided by the willingness of headquar-
ters staff to listen to the constraints the supply 
unit faced and realize that procedures needed to 
be changed. Ullicent Kabugi.of entral Stores re-
calls, "'Ve d ·jgned new r qui ;ition forms and 
ledgers, agreed on minimum stock levels with the 
clinics, and then went to the clinics and trained 
staff on the job as to how we needed them to com-
municate with us .... Clinics had not been plan-
ning so well, but now it's better .... We helped 
them, they helped us , and everyone is much 
calmer." 
In fact, staff in the Central Stores unit be-
came so empowered that they took on IPPF head-
quarters in London! "Commodities coming from 
London were often close to expiry, " explains 
Timothy Kioko. "'Veil of course in the past we 
just ace · pted it, we felt grateful for what 'vve were 
re ivin ' and our attitude was: "VeIl these people 
in London are the big people, who are we to ques-
tion what they do?' But then we started to use 
the COPE approach to problem-solving and re-
alized that this was something we had to tackle. 
What was the pOint in getting these things that 
we couldn't use?" The staff wrote a letter to IPPF 
explaining the problem. "The most recent ship-
ment had a shelf life of five years," beams Timo-
thy. "We sorted it out." 
A new supply system has already solved 8.5 
percent of the 41 problems the Central Stores 
department listed in their first COPE exercise. 
They have trained clinic staff how to order in a 
timely fashion , how to assess buffer stocks, and 
how to use the first in, flrst out (FIFO) system. 
(FIFO is a method of organizing commodities so 
that those received first are also those used first, 
reducing the chance that they will expire before 
they are used.) They also helped clinics coordi-
nate supplies to better support the FPAK's CBD 
agents working in the field . Rebecca Isiche of 
Ribeiro explains. "COPE has encouraged us to 
get to know more about the CBD program in our 
area, and we now see the volunteers as part of 
our team. We appreciate the fact that they bring 
us clients. " 
Looking Ahead 
As the FPAK experience clearly demon-
strates, quality improvement is not a one-time 
exercise but an ongoing and ever-changing pro-
cess. FPAK has been working at quality improve-
ment for more than 10 years, yet only recently 
has the organization begun to witness real change. 
Yet the job is still not finished. For example, FPAK 
headquarters still has not used COPE to assess 
its o\vn performance. Doing so would be a strong 
expression of goodwill and could help HQ to sup-
port th eir field staff more effectively. Godwin 
Mzenge, FPAK's Chief Executive, notes that it 
still takes 19 steps to get a check issued at head-
quarters, so they are planning to use the COPE 
approach when discussing the processes in their 
Finance Department. Decentralization of finan-
cial responsibility-a bedrock issue in system-
wide reform-is still in the planning stages. How-
ever, prospects are good, especially now that clin-
ics have increased their revenue base not only due 
to the new fee structure but also because of in-
creasing numbers of clients. 
Staff salaries, benefits, and replacement of 
costly equipment are all issues frequently raised 
during COPE exercises. To date they have been 
the sole purview of the central administration, 
but now these issues too are open to discussion. 
Some progress has already been made in identi-
fying ways to reward staff in nonmonetary ways, 
through such iniatives as "employee of the 
month" and "clinic of the year" recognition . 
FPAK is pleased with the results of the on-the-
job training approach thus far. However, most 
existing family planning training materials and 
curricula have been designed for centralized, 
formal training programs so available materials 
need to be carefully reviewed and a reassessment 
made as to how competency is measured so that 
staff can receive official recognition for what they 
have achieved. 
Thus far, the program in Kenya has deliber-
ately emphasized problem diagnosis and the use 
of extremely simple tools that focus on the way 
people do their jobs. The process has clearly dem-
onstrated that, in addition to identifying a prob-
lem, its cause must also be diagnosed and an ap-
propriate solution found. To do this on an ever-
widening scale, other diagnostic tools such as op-
erations research may need to be introduced. To 
this end, FPAK staff could benefit from training 
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in intelpretation and use of the data they are al-
ready collecting in their clinics. 
Sharing What Has Been Learned 
Observing FPAK's success with COPE, the 
MOH has now introduced COPE as part of the 
national improvement plan for family plan1ling in 
22 of its hospitals, and is planning v ntually to 
cover all district hospitals and health centers. "We 
have a big adventure ah ad of us ," says Jane Asila, 
"because the uses of tl i, sort of technique and 
strategy are limitless. It can be used (and has been 
used) to raise awareness about other issues in our 
health institutions, not just family planning." In 
the past two years, FPAK and the Ministry of 
Health have collaborated on a number of regional 
quality improvement initiatives . At the national 
I v I inclu, ion of representatives of the Kenyan 
Nursing Council in quality-improvement work-
hop ' is resulting in incr a ·d com mitn 01 t 
quali ty of 'are iniliativ .Oth r organizations Sll h 
as the hri lian H aith sO 'iati n of Kenya, 
Famil Planning Private Sector, an I Mari 'r p ~ 
Internation, I have also adopted s.imiJar qualily-
improvement strategies. Outside of Kenya, Dr. 
Achwal has worked with family planning associa-
tions in Eritrea, Nigeria, Tanzania, Uganda, and 
Zimbabwe, helping them to adopt similar strate-
gies for change. 
What Cost Quality? 
When the quality-improvement process 
began, some FPAK staff felt that it would be 
costly in terms of staff time and client inconve-
nience. The COPE exercise takes almost two 
days to mpl , t , but most of the exercises are 
conduct~cl wi il staff continue to serve clients 
and, as responsibility for carrying out COPE 
exercises has gradually been transferred to local 
tafr, , up 1 isor no"" p 11<1 I s tim mallaging 
th Pl'OC 'S and more tilll provicling t chn ical 
support. Iso, as staffb ga n to see tIt " I' lu-
lion OrlOl g-stancling proble ms in their own din-
ics, th il' p rc ptions of "cost" chang d. The 
now r aliz tllat th r is a pri' to b p,li I Cor 
not improving quality: dissatisfied customers, 
underutilized centers, loss of business , declin-
ing staff morale. In other words, poor-quality 




1. You cannot legislate quality improve-
m nt. " h 11 ·arI att mpt by manag m nt to 
I gi lal' gualit failed th >''P ri nee taught both 
f'PAK and hat quality improv " ment oul.1 
not si nlE I I b manuat · d. Th learned that posi-
tive han is, in [act, a proc ss that requir s the 
active participation of aU 'taff, at all levels, within 
the organization. 
2. To achieve real change, management 
also must be willing to change. The COPE 
p roc ss has b lp ~d FPAK h adquart rs I arn that 
som t1 uth )rity i actuall b tt r xen:ised at th 
I all v J and lhatjul1iOr-lev I starr can mak 'im-
portant 'ontributions to solving problems. FPAK 
has, thep for evolved from a highly centralized 
organiz,,1.lion to ne wh r at last som Hnancial 
and l11unag ment resp n "ibility now I' st with mea 
manag rsandclini -elir tor , andwh r linic tarr 
hav b en ,mpowered to us _ infonnabol1 Hnd tools 
themselves to improve performance. 
3. Staff at all levels, not only service pro-
viders, are capable of assuming incI"eased 
I ) of "es!,onsibiJity and conb'ibuting to 
th pt'ocess of change. For "xample us of th \ 
P • pr C ss within th lltral tor s 1 part-
ment had a Significant iLllpa ,t n in proving th 
quality of lvices throughout the organization. 
At the clini I vel, active involv 111 nt of other 
support staff (such as receptionists, cleaners, and 
the like) has enabled these employees to contrib-
ute to the program in meaningful ways that had 
never before been considered. 
4. Viewing clients as "customers" and 
understanding that our customers have 
rights erves to I'efl'ame Ule client-provider 
,'elation ·hip. Thi . approach II" nab! d provid-
ers to see thin s from their clients' p rsp cti 
and to view thelll as "people like us. " From that 
pe rsp 'tiv , keeping clients waitin wl~il the 
entir starr took a lunch break clearly was not the 
right way to treat your custom · rs. In the process , 
clients are no longer seen as potential sources of 
criticism but as allies in creating a more positive 
work experience. 
5. Improving the quality of services 
does not have to mean increased costs. The 
most common argument for not changing the way 
sewt ::U' proVid >d is that chan 'osts too 
mucb. Yet a majori ty of the changes introdu d 
\ ithin FPAK through the use of OPE ir.wolv 
increasing the efficiency of how existing resources 
are used rather than increasing the actual invest-
ment in service deliveq 
6. By involving other organizations in 
the change process, the quality of services 
can be affected more broadly, even to the 
point of contributing to the development of 
a comprehensive national strategy. FPAK's 
mutually supportive relationship with the Minis-
try of Health has done more than legitimize its 
work. JOint planning for quality workshops, de-
sign and testing of tools and strategies, and con-
stant communication and liaison, have meant 
that a broad spectrum of reproductive health 
services in Kenya are also benefiting from this 
process. This changed perspective is already 
apparent within the scope of national planning 
to improve delivery of family planning services 
in Kenya. 
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Afterword 
The Kenyan experience documented in this 
edition of QualitljlCalidadlQualite may be 
unique, but, increasingly, it is being emulated in 
other parts of the region. Men and women in sub-
Saharan Africa are now taking part in a process of 
transformation, and are taking control of their fer-
tility in a changing world. I am looking fOlward to 
a future in which clients will not only partiCipate 
more actively in, but are willing to pay for what 
they view as high-quality services. At a time when 
donor funding is declining, the challenge of pro-
viding sustainable high-quality services is urgent 
and real. As we approach the 21st century, ser-
vice providers will be called upon to provide infor-
mation and to facilitate informed decisionmaking 
by women, men, and the young people they serve, 
rather than simply to dispense contraceptives. As 
we move toward this goal, much work remains to 
be done and new challenges loom ahead. 
Even though services for young people are 
still viewed as challenging and controverSial, we 
cannot continue to turn a blind eye and a deaf 
ear to their speCial needs in the area of sexual 
and reproductive health. Young people represent 
at least one of every five women and men of re-
productive age in sub-Saharan Africa today, yet 
they are almost totally excluded by most service-
provision systems. The result of this neglect is 
tragically expressed by the high incidence of teen-
age pregnancies, unsafe abortions, and sexually 
transmitted infections, including HIV/ AIDS, 
among our youth. 
Therefore, we must shift from the narrow 
perspective of family life education to one of pro-
viding holistic and integrated sexual and repro-
ductive health programs and services for young 
people. Although increasing awareness of these 
needs has developed within governments and 
NGOs in the region, their commitment in terms 
of policies and funding is yet to be expressed. \Ve 
must address the sexual and reproductive needs 
of young people honestly and effectively if they 
are to achieve their full potential as individuals 
and as tomorrow's citizens. 
We must also address the medical and legal 
barriers that limit access to services and bring 
about an end to harmful traditional practices that 
prevent women and young people-especially 
girls-from achieving their right to enjoy volun-
talY and safe sexual relationships. Advocacy ini-
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tiatives for the elimination of female genital mu-
tilation by FPAK and oth · r Kenyan NGOs such as 
Maendeleo ya \t\/anawak · must be strengthened 
across the continent. Collaborative studies such as 
Women of the World: Laws and Policies Affecting 
Their Reproductive Lives carried out by the Cen-
ter for Reproductive Law and Policy (N ew York) 
and the International Federation of Women Law-
yers (Kenya Chapter) F.I.D.A.-K in seven anglo-
phone countries (Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Nige-
ria, South Africa, Tanzania, and Zimbabwe) have 
been Widely disseminated .. 5 National programs 
must now use these data to remove the legal and 
administrative barriers to women's access to safe 
and noncoercive sexual and reproductive health. 
Gender perceptions must be considered and 
incorporated into our programs as well. Although 
women-centered and youth-friendly services and 
the affirmation of clients' rights must continue to 
be central to all our strategies and innovations, 
men's roles and responsibilities in sexual and re-
productive health also need to be addressed in or-
der for men to become true partners in women's 
empowerment. In western Kenya, FPAK's male 
project on sexual and reproductive health and the 
treatment of sexually transmitted infections is one 
positive step in this direction. 
Finally, we need to rethink, re-examine, and 
review the delivery of family planning and related 
reproductive health services in the advent of the 
HIV/ AIDS pandemiC. Celtainly services for youth 
offer the potential for early intervention before 
risky sexual behavior has taken root. But what 
about those already affected? Community-based 
approaches to counseling and home-based care 
will go a long way toward redUCing the psycho-
logical trauma on the individuals concerned, as 
well as the heavy burden the epidemiC has placed 
on an already strained health-care system. 
The lessons learned through the COPE ex-
perience have improved tremendously the image 
of the service provider within FPAK and its part-
ner organizations. Satisfied clients have spread the 
word like wildfire in Kenya, and other institutions 
are knocking on FPAK's door requesting training 
in the use of COPE. Therefore, we need to cre-
ate a multiplier effect and extend the benefits not 
only t luoll hOllt Ken a but in ub-Sahnran coun-
]'i. a w>l1. Today for most clients in Africcl, 
qllc lit)' rvic . til I r main a dream. Th xampJe 
set by FPAK and its network, in partnership with 
AVSC and IPPF, should be emulated in other 
countlies. The Kenyan example demonstrates that 
achieving quality of care and bUilding a culture 
of self-evaluation and true staff involvement is 
indeed affordable, attainable, and sustainable 
within the African context. 
Notes 
2. For a summary of this approach, see Dwyer, J. 
and T. Jerzowski. 1995. "Quality management 
for family planning services: practical exper-
ience from Africa." AVSC Working Paper No. 
7, February 1995, AVSC International, New 
York. 
3. Huezo, Carlos and Soledad Diaz. 1993. "Qual-
ity of care in family planning: Clients' rights 
and provider's needs, " in Advances in Contra-
ception 9:129-139. 
4. See IPPF, London. 1997. Medical and Service 
Delivery Guidelines, 2nd edition. IPPF, Lon-
don. 
5. The Center for Reproductive Law and Policy, 
Inc. and International Federation of Women 
Lawyers (Kenya Chapter) F.I.D.A.-K. 1997. 
Women of the World: Laws and Policies Af 
feeting Their Reproductive Lives, Anglophone 
Africa. The Center for Reproductive Law and 
Policy, New York. 
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Resume en frant;;ais 
Avis au lecteur: Cette publication porte sur 
l'exercice COPE (client-oriented, provider efficient, ser-
vices efficaces axes sur Ie client) de l'AVSC International. 
Le COPE es t un outil d'auto-evaluation qui a ete utilise 
dans 35 pays, et cette publication examine son emploi 
par l'association kenyane de planification familiale 
(FPAK, Family Planning Association of Kenya). II s'agit 
de la premiere d'une serie d' edit ions decrivant les 
diverses methodes qui permettent aux programmes de 
planification familiale d' evaluer la qualite de leurs ser-
vices. 
La FPAK, organisation affiliee 11 la federation 
internationale pour la planification familiale (IPPF), gere 
14 centres de sante au Kenya, soit 250 employes 
remuneres travaillant 11 plein temps et un reseau de plus 
de 1 000 agents benevoles. Au depart, la FPAK mettait 
l'accent sur Ie developpement structurel et les objectifs 
demographiques. Toutefois, au milieu des annees 1980, 
elle a com mence a deplacer son centre d'interet, 
!'importance de l'oHre de soins de qualite se faisant de 
plus en plus sentiI'. Les premieres tentatives pour 
resoudre les problemes n'etaient pas encourageantes, car 
personne ne voulait prendre la responsabilite des 
problemes identifies. 
Dans Ie me me temps, l'AVSC International essayait 
un nouvel outil d'evaluation appele COPE (Sigle de Qli-
ent-Qriented, I2rovider-!2.fficient) . La FPAK a accepte 
d'essayer cette nouvelle methode pour resoudre les 
prohlemes de qualite des soins. Les exercices COPE 
comprennent quatre outils fondmn entaux : des guides 
d'auto-evaluation, des entrevues avec les clients, une 
analyse de l'acheminement des c lie nts (en vue de 
determiner les delais d'attente) et un plan d'action redige 
par Ie personnel, en se basant sur les resultats des trois 
alltres outils d' evaluation. 
II s'est cependant avere que la premiere version 
de COPE etait trop axee sur les outils et des services 
particuliers des cliniques, et non pas sur Ie personnel ou 
les besoins des clients. Par ailleurs, etant donne que les 
conclusions des exercices COPE etaient directement 
transmises aux sieges, on continuait d'accuser ou de 
rejeter la responsabilite des problemes sur des individus. 
La FPAK s'est alors rendu compte que Ie probleme 
provenait non pas des personnes, mais plut6t du systeme 
dans lequel ces derniers travaillaient, 11 savoir un systeme 
trop centralise, n'encourageant pas Ie personnel, et Ie 
punissant parfois. Il fallait adopter Llne nouvelle approche 
qui accorderait au personnel Ie pOLlvoir d'agir et qui Ie 
soutiendrait, plutot que de Ie blamer. 
I.:AVSC, en collaboration avec la FPAK, a done 
reformule Ie COPE. La nouvelle approche insistait sur 
Ie fait que les outils d'amelioration de la qualite devaient 
etre utilises par Ie personnel des centres et non pas par 
les superviseurs. A cet effet, on a appris au personnel a 
faire les exercices COPE, et les rapports n'etaient plus 
envoyes aux sieges. Les conclusions sont ainsi devenues 
la propriete du personnel des centres. Ce dernier, ne 
craignan t plus d' etre reprimande, a commence 11 analyser 
les problemes en toute liberte et 11 envisager ses propres 
solutions. La FPAK lui a egalement donne plus de pouvoir 
concernant de nombreuses activites. En consequence, les 
prestataires de services, qui n'avaient plus peur d'assumer 
des responsabilites, se sont sentis plus apprecies par 
l' organisation. 
Actuellement, Ie personnel 11 tous les niveaux 
assiste e t participe aux exercices COPE. Certains 
membres du personnel etaient initialement su rpris que 
des chauffeurs, des jardiniers et Ie personnel de nettoyage 
soient convies aux reunions; ils constatent 11 present que 
ces personnes peuvent aussi contribuer 11 assurer Ie succes 
de la methode. Le personnel de nettoyage joue desormais 
un role primordial dans Ie maintien d'un environnement 
sterile. Les jardiniers et les gardiens, pour leur part, sont 
en mesure de donner une orientation de base en matiere 
de planification familiale aux eventuels clients, surtout 
les hommes. 
En outre, la nouvelle approche COPE soutient les 
droits des clients. Elle fait en sorte que les prestataires 
s'identifient naturellement avec leurs clients et cherchent 
11 connaitre leurs reactions. "Ici, nos clients se sentent 
acceptes. Ils estill1ent qu'ils sont traiMs avec respect et 
ils sont contents de pouvoir s'exprimer librement," 
remarque un prestataire. "Les clients nous disent qu'ils 
ont cons tate des ameliorations, (cela) me pousse 11 faire 
beau coup plus," ajoute une infinniere. 
Au debut, certains membres du personnel de la 
FPAK pensaient que l'amelioration de la qualiM des soins 
cofiterait cher, mais deux jours suffisent pour faire les 
exercices COPE et la plupart d'entre eux peuvent etre 
effectues pendant que Ie personnel sert les clients. Ces 
mell1bres du personnel s'apen;:oivent ll1aintenant que Ie 
fait de ne pas ameliorer la qualiM des se rvices entralne 
de nom breuses consequences: clients insatisfaits, centres 
de sante insuffisamment utilises, manque de clients et 
personnel demoralise. 
L'experience de la FPAK relative 11 l'emploi de la 
methode COPE permet de tirer certains enseignements, 
notamment que: 1) Ie changement positif est un proces-
sus continu qui necessite la participation active de tout 
Ie personnel 11 tous les niveaux; 2) certains types de 
pouvoirs sont mieux exerces par Ie personnel local que 
par l'adminis tration centrale; 3) tous les employes, et 
pas seuleme nt les prestataires de services, peuvent 
assumer plus de responsabilites ; 4) Ie fait de considerer 
les patients comme des clients ayant des droits peut aider 
11 redefinir la relation entre Ie client et Ie prestataire et 5) 
en impliquant d' aut res organisations clans Ie processus 
de changement, on peut ameliorer la qualite des services 
sur une plus grande echelle et meme contribuer 11 
l'elaboration d'une strategie nationale globale. 
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Resume en Espaiiol 
Nota allector: Esta edici6n de SEEDS!CALIDAD! 
QUA LITE esta dedicada a un metodo de auto- valuaci6n 
denominado COPE (en base a la sigla en ingl~ de 
"Orientado al Cliente, Eficaz para el Proveedor") y a la 
experiencia de la Asociaci6n para la Planificaci6n Famil-
iar cle Kenia (FPAK) con el mismo. COPE [ue desar-
rollado po)' b A • ha sido utili,.ndo ell 35 pnfse ·. n: ta 
es In prim l'<l cI lrias dlcion '. qu inrormarall sobre 
III ·todologfa qu Ins < so iacion s d planifica 'i611 Camil-
iur pll d n usar [am v~tlllur In cali dad de SIIS scrvicios. 
FI'A , una Ilfi liada d la IPPF, op rn 14 IfniClls 
en Kenia con 250 empleados a tiempo completo y una 
red de mas de 1.000 voluntarios. A mediados de la decada 
de los 80, el enfasis que FPAK original mente Ie habfa 
pu l al cr cimi nt!) in titllcloll<ll), las m tas d III gl'a-
ficas I'np %6 a '1Illloiar 'OIllO r ultad de lIna cr ci nte 
con .j ' !lCla sobl' Ia importllnci , d la calidad en la 
pr\wi i6n d, s rvicios . Aunque sa ide nti ficaron varios 
pI' bl nils re lalivos a la calidad •. Ios plim ros illt Iltos . 11 
resolvcrl05 no fueron fru t;trf< 1'05. dado II \' Iladl' 1U ri,l 
tomar responsabilidad. 
En esos momentos la AVSC International estaba 
realizando experimentos con un metodo de evaluaci6n 
denominado COPE (orientado al cliente, eficaz para el 
pro\' dor). Los dirigentes de FPAK decidieron qlle 
estaban di. puestos a probar COPE como una manera mas 
de atender a los problemas de calidad. Los ejercicios COPE 
tien en cuatro componentes: gufas para la auto-evaluaci6n, 
entrevistas con clientes, analisis del movimiento de clientes 
(para cI terminar los tiempos de espera), y un plan cle 
acci6n r dactado po)' el personal en base a los resultados 
de las tres herramientas de evaluaci6n recien descritas. 
Las primeras versiones de COPE resultaron estar 
demasiado enfocadas en las herramientas )' en los servicios 
clinicos e n sf-en vez de prestarle atenci6n a las 
nece idad s del personal), de los ciientes. Y dado que los 
r sultado del COPE eran pasados directamente a los 
gcrent . n la s de d FPAK , I vaillaei6n no lI.lda nada 
lor liminal' las aClIsa'i n . muLlins la asigll<lci6n de 
culpas Iltr mi mbros de l p I' onal. Fue entonc s tju 
los dirig nte de I' PAK s di ran u nta qll ' ·1 prob1 · lI)a 
no taba con los Illi mbro dIp r 'omu; OIl contl'llrio, I 
probl ma sur ia d III ralla d ap yo, hI xc ' siva 
ccntraliza 'i6n, la tendencia puniti\';\ lei sistema n que 
I p I' onal d~bia rrabajar. Era viti nl qu necesitaba 
~Irl(l nu 'va mal ra d practl '~1I' In auto-- aluaoi6n . una 
Illan I'l\ qll I' cono iel'a I 'elcbrara las contrib tcion ' s 
I · los 11 pi 'ados e ll vez de charles la culpa. 
Junto con I"PAK. la AV mpez6 a I' [ol'll1l1lar 
COP ' . La ntl va v I'Si61l emp ·z6 pOl' nfatizllr qu In 
herramientas para mejorar la cali dad Ie pertenecian al 
personal, no a los supervisores. El personal aprendi6 a 
lIevar a cabo los ejercicios COPE pOI' su cuenta y los 
resultados ya no se manclaron a la sede. Una vez que 
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vieron que los resultados quedaban s610 entre ellos, los 
miembros del personal dejaron de preocuparse porIa 
posibilidacl I recibir amon sta'i lies mp ' .. aron n 
anllli,,,,'\I' los prollemas y desarrollar sus propi 1S soiliciones. 
FPAK tambien decidi6 dade mils autoridacl ,\1 pel's nal 
local en cuanto al manejo operacional, 10 cual hizo que 
los empleados se sintieran mas capaces de asumir 
responsabilidades y, como resultado, que se sintieran mas 
valorados poria org<lllizaci6n. 
En la aCllllllidad todos los niveles del personal de 
FPAK participan en los j reici s Pc. Aunql1e ,\Igunos 
mpl >ados a l pril dpi ' sorpre ncli e ron clIando los 
c:ho~ res. jfll'dineros y trabnjadores de limpi Zi fue ron 
il1vitados a participar. ho reCO)1oce 'Ill ··Jlo~ taml ien 
pueden contribuir. Los lrabajndores d · Iil11pi za ahom 
son I.os prin 1'0 11 U egurar I Ilantenimi !lto d· 
condicion s antis pl'ieas, mi ntras 'Ill los Jardin I'OS y 
chof, I' s ahora SOil capa ." d d r 1I na ori n laci6n b~lsica 
e l planifieacioll ramilial' fI c lie nt s pote llciales ( 
especialmente a hombres). . 
La nueva versi6n del COPE tam bien apoya los 
derechos del cliente, al permitir que los proveedores 
sientan una identificaci6n natural con sus clientes y que 
Ie pidan SII 'om nlarios. "I It ' stros eli III s p reib n 
qu I (Ie; plamos y qu los l'iltamOs con I' sp to, Ie . 
Istu pode r dccimos 10 qu pi ns,u) lib1' me nt ", senala 
un proveedol'. "La eli ntes nos ruccn (111C han l1etado 
III jonl ". di (r ulla enferillera, ,"eso me illspira a lograr 
mas todavfa"! 
Al principio algunos de los empleados de FPAK 
pen aron qu ' III jomr In ell Iiclad d ,I n 'i6n .. rrn tn uy 
C<lTO. P 1'0 III go viQ1'on qu 10. jar 'icios d I PE 
reqllier n 610 do <1ra. para completnr y que muchos s> 
pu d 11 II val' n cabo roienlm los prov edores siguen 
atend i ' nclo eli nie . Es mas. ahora todos ntiel1d II qu 
si no se m j ra la caiidad tambien se paga un precio en 
clientes insalisfechos , clfnicas que operan por debajo de 
su capacidad, perdicla de mercado, y d t ,iol'o en el animo 
del personal. 
Entre las lecciones que se apr ndi ron en base a 
la ext> ri ncia d FI'AK con ' I C PE t' s tal1: 1) E' CHill bio 
P i.tjvo ·s un pre c SO d largo plazo que r qui re III 
parti ipa i6n activa de todos los nivcl s d ·1 p I'sonal; 2} 
lla ciertos tiros de respon abilidad's 'Ill las uilidudes 
locales pued n l1lanejiu' m j I' qu la g I' ncb central ; 3) 
Todos los mpl ado. y no s610 los prof· ·jonal • pu~d n 
a lIlllir mayor S Ili I , d I' spOllsnbilidad; ,~) one hir 
cl I c1ie llte 11 Is nticio com l' ial, 'lll otorgn cl reehos 
al buen servicio, puede ayudar a mejorar la relaci6n en-
tr eli nte y pro\' edor; y 5) AI involucrar a otras 
o rganizacion n 1 prace 0 de cambia s pu d intlllir 
e n la calidnd ue los servicios I una cah mayor. y hasta 
se puede Ilegar a contribuir al desarrollo de una estrategia 
nacional de la calidad. 
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